The journey from clinician to undergraduate medical educator involves four patterns of transformation
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Objectives: Traditionally, teaching is part of a clinician’s job. Some practitioners recognize the teaching activity as rewarding. This study explored the ways clinical practitioners experience their journey from clinicians to medical teachers, analyzing their prior experiences of teaching and learning, conceptions of good teaching and learning, perceptions of learning environments, and finally, how those factors influence their approaches to teaching.

Methods: Data for phenomenographic analysis were collected through semi-structured interviews conducted in Spanish and administered to twelve clinical teachers in three medical schools in Colombia.

Results: Through sequential phases of analysis, we constructed a conceptual diagram to identify critical concepts, themes, and categories that describe patterns that clinicians adopt during their journey to become medical teachers. We identified two themes and four patterns that describe the journey from practitioner to medical teacher: the identity theme, referring to “what” practitioners showed as the object of the journey and the changing process theme referring to “how” participants adopt changes during the journey. We describe four patterns that describe the journey that physicians adopt when exposed to the experience of clinical teaching.

Conclusion: It is possible to identify two themes and to devise at least four patterns in ways of experiencing the journey to medical teacher. These patterns are not a fixed set of characteristics, but rather a spectrum of experiences. Taking into consideration the professional identity of clinical teachers and the path of their teaching process change, it might be possible to devise better strategies for teaching development activities.
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Background
Institutions of higher education claim undergraduate education as their priority. Their purpose is to facilitate students’ learning, to raise understanding, and to develop abilities and attitudes that will equip them not only to respond to an unknown world but also to shape it. High-quality education demands teaching improvement in order to make formation more relevant in a constantly changing world. On the other hand, as concluded by Kember and Kwan,1 fundamental changes in teaching quality are unlikely to happen without changing the teacher’s conception of teaching.

Learning is structured around the complex interaction between teaching and learning approaches. Trigwell et al2 described approaches to teaching in terms of the teachers’ intentions and strategies. Intentions range from a vague purpose to transfer information, to the aim to have students change their conceptions and understanding of the subject matter, while strategies are designed to serve that end. The teaching approach
depends on two critical aspects: teachers’ understanding of the subject matter and teachers’ ultimate teaching goal. In addition, teachers enter the teaching–learning context with certain prior conceptions and experiences of teaching and learning that in conjunction with new learning situations produce a unique teaching conception that determines an individual teaching approach.

Teaching in medical schools integrates teacher and student factors and takes into consideration the aspects related to adult learning. In 1968, Malcolm Knowles proposed “a new label and new technology” of adult learning to distinguish it from preadult schooling, coining the term “andragogy” to define “the art and science of helping adults learn” in contrast to the term “pedagogy,” conceived as the art and science of helping children learn. Clinical teaching assumes the medical student as an adult learner.

Given the important role that clinical teaching plays in medical education, research studies examining the role of medical teachers are needed. The vast majority of educational research in the medical field focuses on performance variables, despite the fact that significant variance of teaching effectiveness is due to relational variables. Teaching quality improvement results from a combination of personal teaching skills and introduction to innovative assessment techniques. The interplay between teaching abilities and student–teacher interaction is complex in clinical settings, as circumstances unique to health care systems impose constraints that make the teaching–learning cycle particularly challenging. Quality medical teaching is possible only when the clinician adopts the role of a teacher in the context of safe patient care.

A medical teacher’s job has some unique characteristics. Medical teaching takes place on a part-time basis by clinical practitioners, in a work-related environment involving the active presence of patients. In addition, in some instances, teaching receives little attention and funding, due to organizational policies that effectively promote other activities related to direct patient care. In Colombia and other countries, the concept of the traditional teaching hospital has suffered transformations over the last decades, as public health policies leading to broad health care coverage and a general health system have prioritized patient care over medical education. Doctors experience a transition from their role as clinical practitioners to medical teachers, when they practice in academic institutions. The goal of this study was to analyze the influence of medical teachers’ conceptions of teaching and prior teaching experiences in clinical situations on the journey from a practitioner to a clinical teacher. We explored the ways clinical practitioners experience their journey from clinicians to medical teachers. We analyzed their prior teaching–learning experiences, their conceptions of good teaching and learning, their perceptions of learning environments, and the effects on their approaches to teaching.

**Methods**

We used phenomenography as a qualitative tool based on observation and experience, to identify different ways in which medical practitioners experience, conceptualize, perceive, and understand phenomena related to teaching. The subject matter of the study was the way in which practitioners as a group have experienced the journey from clinician to teacher. We focused on the practitioner’s perceptions during the transformational journey. We identified and described a limited number of ways doctors have used to cope with the transition from clinician to medical teacher. We took into consideration individual aspects such as beliefs, experiences, expectations, and feedback after the performance of educational tasks.

After obtaining Institutional Review Board’s approval from the involved medical schools (Universidad de Boyaca, Universidad Pedagogica y Tecnologica de Colombia, and Universidad Javeriana) and written informed consent from the participants, data were collected through semi-structured interviews administered to 12 clinical teachers of three medical schools in Colombia. Teachers were selected from a group of physicians affiliated to academic institutions. All of them were specialists in medicosurgical fields and had been working with medical students for at least 5 years. The interviews were interactive, aiming to explore the ways practitioners have adopted when teaching in clinical settings. The interviews aimed at discovering the interviewee’s own framework of meanings and avoiding as much as possible imposition of the researcher’s structure or assumptions. Excerpts from the interviews were used to identify categories and themes determining the patterns that describe the journey from clinician to medical teacher (Supplementary materials).

The interviews explored the following areas: teacher’s conception of good clinical teaching and good clinical practice, strategies the teacher has employed in teaching and outcomes pursued by clinical practices undertaken by students, teacher’s conceptions about the degree of responsibility medical students have of their learning process, and teacher’s expectations regarding their teaching practices in terms of
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self-esteem. Box 1 shows the first-order questions included in the interview as well as additional questions aiming at exploring the effect of teaching on clinicians’ perceptions.

Data consist of transcripts of interviews administered to academic physicians. Background of the interviewees included courses about teaching besides their clinical practice. Two women and ten men, specialists in general surgery, anesthesiology, critical care, gastroenterology, neurosurgery, pulmonology, psychiatry, orthopedic surgery, and dermatology, were interviewed. The interviews were conducted in Spanish. The files were deidentified and assigned a study number. Then, professional transcribers created a database for the analysis of deidentified and anonymous transcriptions. These documents were filed as Word documents (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). Codes were assigned to each paragraph of the interview to identify answers to the study questions. The codes were used afterward to identify vignettes to support categories of analysis and themes. For analysis purposes, we identified critical concepts to further determine categories useful to label statements and paragraphs in the text that we considered meaningful.

Results

Data analysis and interpretation were divided into four phases, each having a different objective: familiarization with the data to have an overall impression, identification of similarities and differences in the statements, determination of descriptive categories for conceptions, and examination of the underlying structure of the system of categorization.

During phase 1, we found critical concepts that were used by interviewees as their way of sharing their experiences and beliefs regarding teaching. Box 2 shows the list of those critical concepts (elements teachers mentioned frequently during interviews). During phase 2, based on similarities among statements from different interviews, we grouped critical concepts into four categories: responsibility focus, teaching scholarship, teacher’s mood, and satisfaction source. In phase 3, categories were conceptualized in terms of a continuum between two variations that were defined for each category (Table 1). Categories emerged as a group of characteristics linked to the aspects participants mentioned as related to the focus, the type of process, and actions on clinical teaching. Variations were conceived as two extreme points for each category.

The responsibility focus category refers to how interviewees discriminate their responsibilities between a practitioner and a teacher. “Dependent” variation of this characteristic means that teaching is conceived as part of clinical duties with no need to develop any other skills to teach. “Independent” variation on this category describes participants who were aware of differential responsibilities between teaching and medical practice. Teaching scholarship category refers to the intention of practitioners to teach and to develop teaching strategies. Alignment of intentions with actions and outcomes was the key concept used to explore this aspect. Variations ranged from those who intended to just transmit basic information using activities such as lectures and seminars (teacher-centered), to those who intend to transform the students’ life acknowledging diversity in students as a challenge rather than as a difficulty (student-centered). For the former variation group, statements usually referred to providing students with knowledge and skills, necessary for evaluation as the only final result of educational processes. For the latter variation group, reflection is the most useful process. The interviewees are concerned about how students apply knowledge and are aware of the students’ needs and learning challenges to fulfill the role of doctors in society.

Teacher mood category refers to feelings teachers have about their teaching practices. Some participants in this group used explanatory statements to justify their drawbacks regarding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1 Interview questions (first-order questions and additional questions exploring the effect of teaching on clinicians’ perceptions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First-order questions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What do you think good clinical practice and good clinical teaching are about?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How have you done your clinical teaching and why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What type of outcomes have you pursued with your teaching activities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What is your opinion about learning processes of your medical students?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How important are teaching activities for your professional development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Additional questions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Regarding the conceptual change about teaching, what experiences or facts have triggered that changing process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. How can you describe the ideal role of medical teacher? Currently, how far are you from that ideal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. What has been the meaning of teaching in your professional life? How has teaching transformed your life?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Would you say something that can help us to understand the journey from clinician to medical teacher?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
teaching, finding reasons beyond their control (ie, institution-related, lack of pedagogical literacy, and workload) to blame for the inability to improve teaching quality (explain away variation). On the other end of the spectrum, there are teachers who consider teaching as a tool for them to accomplish professional and personal goals. We labeled this variation as transcending, as it intends to influence the students beyond the educational encounters. The last category, called satisfaction source variation, refers to self-esteem motivated by teaching and interacting with students. The variation spectrum includes the label, from product, when satisfaction originates from acknowledgment of the quality resulting from the teaching process, and the label, from process, when satisfaction is originated in personal learning during the teaching process.

During phase 4, characteristics and conceptions gathered during phases 1–3 are analyzed in order to describe the journey practitioners have undertaken in doing medical teaching. We analyzed two aspects: the identity theme (what were the key aspects of teaching that changed during the journey) and the changing process theme (how did processes take place to generate the change) as described by Marton and Booth. We developed a matrix of categorization to define higher-order themes in addition to the critical concepts and categories identified during the first three phases, by means of systematic patterns. The diagram includes critical concepts from phase 1 (Box 2), categories from phases 2 and 3 (Table 1), and themes from phase 4. Themes also have a spectrum of variation that we called stages. Teacher identity (what) theme ranges from a “clinician stage” focused on characteristics of the clinician role approaching teaching as a clinical task, to an “educator stage” focused on characteristics that reflect the educational role, creating a new professional identity. Changing process theme has the “preparation stage” on one end, reflecting the consciousness of some aspects that the practitioners wanted to change to the “action stage” displaying the actual undertaking of actions leading to changes in teaching motivated by participation in the educational journey. The teacher identity theme was constructed from two categories derived from critical concepts (phase 2) as shown in Figure 1. The changing process theme was conceived as a construct of two categories: teachers’ mood and satisfaction source (Figure 2). During change induced by the educational journey, intentions are influenced by attitudes toward the object of the journey. Teachers’ mood refers to the dominant feelings practitioners experienced linked to the transforming process to become good medical teachers. These feelings influence attitudes clinicians have taken to cope with the transformational journey. Satisfaction source variation can result from social pressure anticipating an educational outcome or from internal motivation to change the process of teaching. Stages for this theme have been labeled preparation and action stages. Preparation stage identifies those teachers who acknowledge intentions to adopt teaching changes but did not make statements regarding actual strategies to effect those changes in their teaching tasks. Action stage describes participants who recognized and adopted new practices that changed their overall teaching. Based on the stages for each of the two themes described above, we developed a matrix to display different patterns practitioners may adopt in their journey from clinician to medical teacher (Figure 3). A description of the identified patterns during the transformation journey from clinician to medical teacher is as follows. Each description centers on general profiles that characterize teachers based on the categories and their variations.

**Pattern 1: clinician identity and preparation for change:** It refers to participants who display elements of clinical identity and whose changing processes are at preparation stage. Their behavior in front of students is similar to their...
behavior in front of patients. They are not aware of many of the aspects of teaching that should be taken into consideration in planning and implementing teaching activities. They feel that the responsibility in teaching is almost the same as physicians. In building pedagogical explanations for his/her teaching activities, they usually construct the answer using words from clinical jargon and tend to search answers to pedagogical inquiries using clinical approaches. Their educational practices reflected their experiences as students in undergraduate and postgraduate courses. They should be located on the upper left quadrant in the matrix as they had elements from teacher-centered variation of category B and elements from product variation of category D.

**Pattern 2: educator identity and preparation for change:**
It refers to participants who are still on preparation stage in
the changing process, but there are elements of educator identity. They are aware of most of the aspects of good medical teaching, and they acknowledge the importance of teaching for themselves and for the community. They are motivated to change and understand the benefits of that change. They are located on the upper right quadrant in the matrix, and the main elements come from explaining away variation of category C and from student-centered variation of category B.

**Pattern 3: clinician identity and action:** It refers to participants who show elements of clinician stage of identity theme, but their process of change is evidenced by concrete activities. They are physicians who have gone into teaching activities without the awareness of the complexity of teaching, using their capabilities as clinicians, and approached teaching problems as clinical problems. They have tried a variety of strategies in teaching because they recognize the need to improve their teaching practice, but they are not able to properly explain the pedagogical rationale of these new activities. They are on the lower right quadrant of the matrix and contain elements from process variation of category D and dependent variation from category A.

**Pattern 4: educator identity and action:** It refers to participants who are showing elements of educator stage of identity and changing process themes. They are teachers who have identified the complexity of teaching and have approached teaching activities to enhance their pedagogical knowledge. They recognize the importance of aligning learning outcomes with activities and assessment. Their educational activities have their own time and approach, different from clinical activities. They have elements from transcending variation of category D and from independent variation of category A. They should be located on the lower left quadrant on the matrix.

These four patterns are the main elements to establish at what point on the grid a clinician could be in a particular moment during his or her journey. For instance, those clinicians who understand that their responsibility as educators is almost the same responsibility as clinicians should be located close to the left extreme in the grid on the horizontal axis. Conversely, those who understand that their responsibility as educators is independent of their responsibility as clinicians – responsibility focus category – should be moved to the right extreme on the horizontal axis, close to educator extreme of the identity theme. Those participants who had characteristics of the “explaining away” variation of teacher’s mood category and also from “the product” variation of satisfaction source category should be located...
on the bottom of the vertical axis, close to the preparation stage of changing theme.

Discussion

The significance of this study resides on the ability to identify critical concepts, categories, themes, and patterns regarding the journey clinicians have experienced as a process of transformation and adaptation in doing medical teaching. Phenomenography is an interpretative approach that seeks to describe the qualitative finite number of ways of experiencing phenomena of interest. In this study, that phenomenon was the process of transformation and adaptation clinicians experience in two main aspects: the “how” of the process in terms of the stage of intentional change in which this process is brought about and the “what” regarding the main objects teachers have changed in terms of teachers’ professional identity.

Teachers’ professional identity was defined by Starr et al as a developmental process during which novices acquire specific knowledge and skills, develop new attitudes and values, and take on the self-concept associated with a new career role. Teaching development programs are important to help physicians achieve competence and strong teacher identity. This identity relies on internal and external elements. Internal elements are feelings and attitudes that lead to intrinsic satisfaction in one’s professional role. External elements include a body of knowledge, rewards such as money or social recognition, and social support from colleagues or professional associations. The categories considered as part of the “what” aspect were the following: responsibility focus and scholarship of teaching. They were included as relevant topics to be changed because, as Irby pointed out, medical knowledge and patient care confer clinical credibility, while learning principles increase teaching credibility. Awareness of independence between an individual’s responsibility as an educator and as a clinician is an important determinant on the journey we studied. Teaching scholarship and responsibility in teaching are aspects raising awareness. The concept of teaching scholarship ranges from the intention to transmit medical knowledge as the main goal in a clinical setting using teacher-centered approaches, to an intention to transform the student’s life based on the acknowledgment of the student’s prior conceptions. The teaching scholarship category takes into consideration aspects such as pedagogical knowledge and the focus (student-centered vs teacher-centered), having an impact on the way clinicians cope with their new role. The focus has been explored by Biggs, who states that good teaching (student-centered) makes students use higher cognitive level processes.

Starr et al identified seven elements that contribute to physicians’ identity as teachers: feeling intrinsic satisfaction from teaching, having knowledge and skills about teaching, belonging to a group of teachers, feeling a responsibility to teach, sharing clinical expertise with learners, receiving rewards for teaching, and believing that being a physician means being a teacher. Stone et al, on the other hand, described four aspects of teacher identity: an underlying humanitarianism, familiarity with adult education principles and practices, appreciation for benefits and drawbacks of teaching, and the image of the self as a teacher. In our study, we included Starr’s points into the structure of categorization. For instance, under responsibility focus, we identified aspects of “feeling intrinsic satisfaction,” and under teaching scholarship, we found aspects of “having knowledge and skills about teaching.” Variations on teachers’ identity have been depicted by the theme teacher identity between the two stages: clinician to educator. The former was the starting point of the transformation journey, and the latter is its goal. Indeed, the changing process theme that was originated from teachers mood and satisfaction source categories also refers to some aspects that Starr et al and Stone et al have mentioned as related to teaching.

Intentional process change has been studied by Prochaska et al. They have described five stages: precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance. The first three stages refer to becoming aware of the need for change. In this study, we used the term “preparation” in a slightly different sense. We grouped those participants who were aware of the need for adapting their clinical practice to clinical teaching, but lacking evidence of any change. Preparation, in Prochaska’s model, refers to individuals who report small behavioral changes, although they have not reached the criteria of effective action. We included Prochaska’s precontemplation and contemplation stages as part of the preparation variation. The “action” variation involves overt behavioral changes since clinicians have faced teaching responsibilities. Their intentions were directed to influence student’s life through varied activities directed by the learning and teaching conceptions that support their teaching. Analyzing the change process of clinicians, we took into consideration the statements from the categories teacher’s mood and satisfaction source.

We observed that the educational journey starts with awareness of some particular aspects unique to teaching that contrast with clinical practice; then, it shifts to make a decision to change, accompanied by the planning and creation of educational activities aligned with the new concept. Neese described
her transformational journey from clinician to educator, as a trip with an ultimate destination determined fully or partly by the learner. Recognizing that the energy required for the trip results from feelings and rewards, we explored these aspects with teacher’s mood and satisfaction source categories. The teacher mood as a set of feelings has been powerfully related to many meaningful educational outcomes such as teacher persistence, enthusiasm, commitment, and instructional behavior, as well as student outcomes such as achievement, motivation, and self-efficacy beliefs. Satisfaction source is grounded on critical concepts such as the capability to attain goals and willingness to work as hard as needed in spite of difficult circumstances, in light of community recognition.

It was possible to identify four patterns in the ways of experiencing the educational journey, which were represented by a combination of related critical aspects and categories that were simultaneously present in a person’s focal awareness. Marton and Booth explored focal awareness stating that when a teacher becomes aware that teaching is done in a certain way, then he/she also becomes aware that it could be done in another way. The journey was fed by attitudes and motivations arising from the intention to achieve better results as well as from feelings of satisfaction and rewards from internal or external sources. Participants could be at different points on this journey, but it was possible to identify variations in focus, strategies, and actions in doing teaching related to the two themes claimed by this study. There were teaching strategies that ranged from student-centered to teacher-centered and actions that ranged from intentions to overt change of actions.

The outcome in this phenomenographic study is represented analytically as ways of experiencing the journey of clinicians to become medical teachers. It constitutes a description of the phenomenon, as it was experienced by medical practitioners. Phenomenography sets out to reveal the different ways in which people experience the same phenomena in the same situation. Situation and the phenomena are inextricably intertwined in the experience. In our study, the journey was conceived as phenomena that conferred sense to the teaching situation. Phenomena consist of two main aspects: the direction in terms of the “what,” as a search for building up a new identity as educator, and the “how,” as an identification of the source of energy for this changing process. In directing toward a new identity as educators, clinicians need to be aware of the need to transfer the focus of their teaching activities to students and to acknowledge the influence of details of the environment that affect teaching. Those who succeed in this transformation might be able to facilitate learning using a student-centered strategy.

This study has identified an outcome space that describes and relates some categories and themes clinicians have used in coping with their role as teachers. A phenomenographic approach directs attention to aspects teachers acknowledge as important to teaching and to their experience as educators. Experience in this approach is situated in a broad context that includes thoughts, memories, emotions, and expectations elicited in the teacher. As far as the present study is concerned, when the clinician experiences teaching, he/she does it as an expression of an interaction between the teacher and the teaching itself. Our study serves as a foundation to build upon in medical education. We consider that a shift in teacher perspective from knowledge acquisition and transmission to facilitation of transformation processes from clinician to educator is essential. This requires a drastic change in paradigm, shifting teachers’ conceptions as human beings, centering the object in human interaction as a key element in the process of learning.

New fields of research are now open to studies aimed at exploring not only the teaching and learning activity itself, but also the effects on the teacher’s world and how they attain awareness about different aspects relevant to make learning possible. Exploring the transformational process physicians should use to do teaching implies identifying ways of doing the tasks and conceptions they bring to learning environments as well as a deep understanding of the concept of approaches to learning and teaching. Further research questions to be explored include the following: How do labor conditions influence the transformation of clinician into medical teacher? Are all physicians who have educational responsibilities aware of the need of transformation? And what is the relationship between increasing pedagogical knowledge in clinicians and their transformation to medical educators?
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